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Background: The QT interval should be corrected for heart rate (HR). Of the formulas proposed for the correction of the QT interval, the one 
developed by Bazett remains the most used in practice. The popularity of the Bazett formula is based on its simplicity, not on its fit, because the QTc 
resulting from the Bazett formula is significantly correlated to HR.Based upon theoretical considerations, we have proposed a very simple formula for 
QT correction : QTc=2QT/((1+RR))
methods: We measured the QT interval in a sample of 758 ECGs, and then we calculate the QTc interval using five methods (Bazett, Fridericia, 
Hodges, Framingham, and our new formula). To test the appropriateness of the corrections, we correlate the QTc values of each method with HR. An 
ideal correction should lead to a lack of correlation between QTc and HR. Additionally, because the Bazett formula remains the clinical standard, we 
used a Bland-Altman analysis to assess the agreement between the Bazett equation and the other methods.
results: Of the five formulas evaluated, Bazett provides the worst correction (R Bazett = - 0.38, R Fridericia = 0.21, R Framingham = 0.22, R 
Hodges = 0,17, R New = 0,21 ). The Bland-Altman analysis shows a good agreement between Bazett and the new method ( Mean difference 3.8 ms, 
95% limits of agreement -5.1 ms to 12.7 ms.), and a bad agreement between Bazett and the other four methods ( For Framinham mean difference 
14.0 ms, 95% limits -10 to 37.9 ms. For Fridericia mean difference 14.5 ms, 95% limits -8.5 to 37.5 ms. For Hodges mean difference 15.1 ms, 95% 
limits -7 to 37.1 ms,.)
conclusion: We propose a simpler, reliable formula for the correction of the QT interval.
